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Introduction
Creation of new technical systems necessitates the search for solutions aimed at improving
their quality, reliability and durability. In this regard, the most important task in their design,
manufacture and operation consists perhaps in ensuring the reliability of technical systems.
When manufacturing the machine, the necessary quality is ensured both by the quality of the
parts, and by the quality of the assembly of the machine and its units, by finishing methods and
other process indicators. The modern level of development of science and technology makes it
possible to achieve any indicators of machine reliability. The decision on the need to improve the
quality of products should be based on an economic analysis.
Modern development of technology is characterized by the intensification of its operating
modes, greater construction complexity, unification of machines and devices in process lines, and
process automation. These factors increase the likelihood of failures in operation and cause
multiple problems with machinery hampering its stability and smooth running. The reliability is
significantly reduced during the operation due to aging of the equipment as a result of wear,
corrosion, fatigue, etc.
In order to be considered as reliable, a technical system shall perform all its functions for a
certain specified operating time and under the required operating conditions while maintaining all
the necessary performance characteristics of machinery and products within the specified limits.
This monograph outlines research findings, primarily the methods of increasing the reliability
of various technical systems: machines and electronic equipment, power engineering facilities and
building structures at the main stages of their life cycle.
The ISO 9000 standards contain recommendations and tools for companies and organizations
(regardless of the scope of their activities) which want their products and services to meet
constantly the customer's requirements, and their quality is constantly improved. The suggested
monograph analyzes the existing approaches to process and functional management, as well as
the formation of a process model of modern machine building organizations (based on the example
of an enterprise for manufacturing modern compressor equipment), taking into account the
requirements of ISO 9001:2015. The reorientation of organizations to process management will
allow producers of compressor equipment to survive and develop under contemporary conditions.
The monograph primarily focuses on the ways of increasing the reliability of rotor systems
and vibration technologies. The basic problem of these machines is the necessity to decrease their
vibroactivity. The results of an experimental and theoretical research of fluid behavior in passive
self-balancing devices, which are installed in rotors with vertical and horizontal rotation axes
when passing the resonance, are given. Received relations show that automatic balancing by fluid
is effective for elastically deformed rotors or (and) a rotor on elastic supports, where there is a
difference in phases between the direction of centrifugal force and flexure (or movement) of the
rotor. According to the experimental findings, this difference in phases occurs when the rotor
reaches the resonance speed and increases up to 180º while passing the resonance. In this case,
the tangential force occurs, which influences the fluid to move to the side of flexure, opposite to
imbalance, and further equilibration of the rotor takes place at the resonance rotation frequency.
The research introduces a method of indirect measurement of spindle vibrations based on the
results of the vibration measurements of the spindle unit housing and theoretical compliance
function. The method is based on the carried out experimental and theoretical studies of the spindle
unit dynamic behavior, mounted on a special test rig with a low natural frequency.
The studies within this monograph, in particular, cover the creation of blood flow pulsations
and the provision of the stable controlled behavior of the rotor in pulsating modes of functioning
of the axial LVAD with magnetic bearings. The developed methods for ensuring the required rotor
dynamics are accurate, fast, economical in the sense of the values of control currents, and most
importantly reliability, which in general ensures the safety enhancement for the life support system
– left ventricular assist device.
The studies are also aimed at solving the issues of increasing the productivity of turning parts
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at a rotational speed up to 10,000 rpm. The methods of studying the dynamic behavior of the lathe
are reviewed, and the way of changing system properties to improve stability in the increased
cutting conditions and productivity are reviewed too.
The authors also suggest methods for increasing the reliability and wear resistance of
cylindrical blocks with surface plastic deformation. The findings, which were obtained by
studying the efficiency of hardening the parts working in spalling conditions through reeling with
rollers with the help of physical simulation, show a major effect of cast steels hardening. The
process of the contact friction surface wear during reeling with consideration of slippage is
investigated. A procedure for determining conditions of reeling with a wedge roller is developed.
The current series provides the analysis of high-rate elastic-plastic deformation of the elements
of modern technology, taking into account the change of the material properties in the process of
deformation under the impact and impulse loads. It is shown that multilayered protective elements
more effectively withstand impact loads. A parametric analysis of technological processes of
connecting and separating the elements due to the explosion energy is carried out.
A greater part of the work is devoted to the study of new materials, particularly the study of
energy ions, their varieties and charge temperature, rate of temperature rise, thermal stresses, and
also to the size, volume, number of particles in nanostructures and effective current density for
nanostructures. The study is also concerned with the effect of technological factors on the
electromagnetic wave absorption properties of polymer composites as well as with the
investigation of the superhydrophobic surface properties.
The monograph covers the problems of the quality and reliability improvement of electronic
equipment and power systems and introduces a modified method of spectral analysis of a
reflection signal for damage detection systems in power lines, suggesting an algorithm for spectral
analysis based on a change in the width of the analysis window.
The authors attempt to solve the current issues of rank analysis in the problems of optimization
of local power engineering. The issue of application of the techno-enological approach for the
optimal management of energy consumption with the use of rank analysis, which includes the
procedures of interval estimation, parametric rationing, forecasting and standardization of
consumption of resources is considered.
The paper represents the development principles invariant to disturbing factors of
piezoresonance units with controlled dynamics, which are assumed to be an adaptive control
system with predictive reference model.
The final part of the book is devoted to the problem of increasing the reliability and durability
of building materials. The condition of the building industry and the building materials industry
in Ukraine is considered, the production and sale of building materials is shown in dynamics. A
new study of sound propagation in an impedance tube is presented, which is the basis of the sound
absorption coefficient determination with greater simplicity.
The research findings presented in this book, which are aimed at ensuring the reliability of
various technical systems, may be useful in the design, manufacture and operation of new
machine-building products.
The monograph is primarily intended for specialists engaged in ensuring the reliability of
machines, tools and equipment, as well as for researchers and engineers, students of technology
interested in the issues discussed.
Andrii Goroshko, Vilen Royzman and Maryna Zembytska
Editors
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